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bstract

Ammonia has attracted attention as a possible fuel for direct fuel cells since it is easy to handle and to transport as liquid or as concentrated aqueous
olution. However, on noble metal electrodes ammonia oxidation is a sluggish reaction and the electrocatalyst needs to be improved for developing
fficient ammonia fuel cells. In this work, ammonia electrooxidation reaction on 3–4-nm bimetallic PtMe (Ir, Rh, Pd, Ru) and on preferentially
riented Pt(1 0 0) nanoparticles is reported. PtMe nanoparticles have been prepared by using water-in-oil microemulsions to obtain a narrow size
istribution whereas preferentially oriented Pt nanoparticles have been prepared through colloidal routes. Among all the bimetallic samples tested,
nly Pt75Ir25 and Pt75Rh25 nanoparticles show, at the low potential range, an enhancement of the oxidation density current with respect to the

ehaviour found for pure platinum nanoparticles prepared by the same method. In addition, two Pt(1 0 0) preferentially oriented nanoparticles
f different particle size (4 and 9 nm) have been also studied. These oriented nanoparticles show higher current densities than polycrystalline Pt
anoparticles due to the sensitivity of ammonia oxidation toward the presence of surface sites with square symmetry. The reactivity of the different
-nm nanoparticles parallels well with that expected from bulk PtMe alloys and Pt single crystal electrodes.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The study of the electrochemical behaviour of ammonia is an
mportant topic in the field of environmental electrochemistry,
ot only from the point of view of its electrochemical elimination
rom wastewater streams, but also for water and air analysis by
mploying electrochemical sensors [1–4]. In addition, ammonia
as attracted attention as a possible fuel for direct fuel cells
5] since it is easy to handle and to transport as liquid or as
oncentrated aqueous solution. Its equilibrium potential is low:

2 + 6H+ + 6e− ⇔ 2NH3(aq), E◦ = −0.092 V

−1
and the theoretical charge for oxidation to N2 is 4.75 Ah g
hat compares very well with the theoretical charge of methanol
n its oxidation to CO2 5.02 Ah g−1. However, the direct oxida-
ion of ammonia is a sluggish reaction on noble metals and new

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 965903535; fax: +34 965903537.
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lectrocatalysts should be found to improve the behaviour of a
irect ammonia fuel cell. In spite of the fact that this reaction has
een scrutinized for through many years, very few papers have
een focused on the search of new electrocatalysts. Recently, we
ave shown that ammonia oxidation on platinum is an extremely
urface sensitive reaction [6,7] which takes place almost exclu-
ively on surface sites with (1 0 0) symmetry. In addition, Rosca
nd Koper [8] also studied the electrocatalytic oxidation of
mmonia on Pt(1 1 1) and Pt(1 0 0) not only using voltammetry
nd chronoamperometry but also in situ infrared spectroscopy
easurements. As a consequence, the use of (1 0 0) preferen-

ially oriented platinum nanoparticles is a practical strategy to
ncrease the electrocatalytic activity of platinum electrodes.

The most widely accepted mechanism for ammonia oxi-
ation was proposed by Gerischer and Mauerer in 1970 [9].
he authors proposed that the ammonia molecule, after being

dsorbed, is dehydrogenated to different adsorbed intermediate
pecies (NHx, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 2). Nitrogen is formed by reaction
f these species react with OH−. Whereas, NHad and NH2,ad
re considered as active intermediates for N2 formation, Nad,

mailto:jose.solla@ua.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.06.015
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ormed by further dehydrogenation, remains strongly adsorbed
n the surface acting as a poison.

De Vooys et al. have studied the activity for ammonia oxi-
ation and the intermediates formed during the oxidation on
olycrystalline surfaces of platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthe-
ium, iridium, copper, silver and gold [10]. They concluded that
nly platinum and iridium combine a good capability to dehy-
rogenate ammonia with a sufficiently low affinity to produce
dsorbed nitrogen atoms (Nad). Thus, the authors also concluded
hat platinum is the best catalyst for this reaction, due to the fact
hat Nad is formed at very high potentials in comparison with
ther metals. Moreover, Endo et al. [11,12] have studied the
lectrochemical behaviour of some PtMe alloy surfaces (PtIr,
tCu, PtRu and PtNi) reporting that only the presence of Ru and
r could improve the catalytic properties of platinum.

To our knowledge, no others papers have been yet published
n relation to the search and testing of new dispersed electro-
atalysts for ammonia oxidation. In addition, it is important to
emark that all previous studies were performed with bulk alloys
f different atomic compositions but not with dispersed nanopar-
icles, which are considered as required material for practical
urposes. This study has been carried out following two differ-
nt approaches. On the one hand, and due to the high sensitivity
f this reaction toward Pt(1 0 0) sites, a sample containing cubic
latinum nanoparticles with a lower particle size (4 nm) than
hose employed in our previous studies (9 nm) [13,14] has been
repared, characterised and tested as suitable electrocatalyst. It is
mportant to remind that oxidation current densities about seven
imes higher than that obtained for non-oriented nanoparticles
ere reported with preferentially oriented Pt(1 0 0) nanoparti-

les of≈9 nm [13,15]. On the other hand, it is well known that the
se of platinum-based binary catalyst is an attractive alternative
o improve the electrocatalytic performance of some oxidation
eactions [16]. Thus, different PtMe nanoparticles have been pre-
ared and studied. In these binary nanoparticles, Pt is employed
s base metal not only because of its electrocatalytic properties
ut also due to the fact that Nad is formed at very high potentials
n its surface in comparison with other metals.

In addition, it is important to state whether 4-nm nanopar-
icles exhibit properties different to those reported for bulk

aterials. This would clarify whether the reactivity is related
o intrinsic properties associated with the size of the electrocat-
lytic materials or to other effects, e.g. related to the substrate
r the surface composition. Therefore, in this work, some recent
esults about the synthesis, characterisation and electrochemi-
al behaviour of PtMe nanoparticles (Me = Ir, Pd, Rh and Ru) as
ell as small (≈4 nm) cubic platinum nanoparticles are reported.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation and physico-chemical characterisation of
he nanoparticles
Pt, Me and PtMe nanoparticles were synthesized by
eduction of H2PtCl6, RuCl3, K2PdCl4, IrCl4 or Rh(NO3)3,
ith sodium borohydride using a water-in-oil microemul-

ion of water/polyethyleneglycol-dodecylether (BRIJ®30)/n-
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eptane in a similar way to that previously reported [17–23].
mong the advantages of this technique it is important to high-

ight not only the simplicity to prepare the nanoparticles with
niform size and composition but also the capability of clean-
ng the surface of the nanoparticles avoiding change the surface
tructure and composition of the nanoparticles [21,22,24].

Preferentially oriented Pt(1 0 0) nanoparticles were prepared
sing two different colloidal routes. Large (≈9 nm) Pt nanopar-
icles were synthesised using the same methodology to that
reviously reported [13–15]. Very briefly 0.1 ml of a 0.1 M
odium polyacrylate solution was added to a 100 ml of an
ged 1 × 10−4 M K2PtCl4 solution. After 20 min of Ar bub-
ling, the Pt ions were reduced by bubbling H2 for 5 min.
he reaction vessel was then sealed and the solution was left
vernight. After complete reduction (12–14 h) two NaOH pel-
ets were added to produce the precipitation of the nanoparticles.
fter complete precipitation, the nanoparticles were washed 3–4

imes with ultra-pure water. Finally, small Pt(1 0 0) nanoparti-
les (≈4–5 nm) were synthesized according to the procedure
escribed in Ref. [25]. Briefly, 20 mL of a 1 × 10−2 M NaBH4
olution aged for 3 h was added dropwise to 20 mL of a
.5 × 10−4 M K2PtCl6 solution with vigorous stirring at ice-
old temperature. After complete reduction, the nanoparticles
ere washed 3–4 times with ultra-pure water.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were

erformed with a VG-Microtech Multilab, using a Mg K�
1253.6 eV) source. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
xperiments were performed with a JEOL, JEM-2010 micro-
cope working at 200 kV. The images were analysed with
he analySIS 3.0 program. For each sample, usually over

ore than 300 particles from different parts of the grid
ere used to estimate the mean diameter and size distri-
ution of the nanoparticles. Energy dispersive analysis by
-rays (EDAX) was obtained with an OXFORD, INCA model

ystem.

.2. Preparation of the electrodes and electrochemical
easurements

The procedure used for the electrochemical study has been
reviously reported [21,26–28]. Briefly, as current collector a
olycrystalline gold disc electrode (5 mm diameter) was used, on
hich nanoparticles were deposited. Metal nanoparticles were

ransferred to the gold collector by depositing a drop (generally
–10 �L) of the nanoparticle suspension in water on the surface
f the gold disc; this deposition would represent a maximum
mount of ≈6 �g in the case of Pt. A three-electrode electro-
hemical cell was used. The electrode potential was controlled
sing a PGSTAT30 AUTOLAB system. The counter electrode
as a large area gold wire spiral. Potentials were measured

gainst a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) connected to
he cell through a Luggin capillary. Potentials are quoted ver-
us this reference electrode. Before each experiment, the gold

ollector was mechanically polished with alumina and rinsed
ith ultra-pure water to eliminate the nanoparticles from previ-
us experiments. All the electrochemical measurements were
erformed in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at room temperature.
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ig. 1. Representative TEM images for Pt (A), Pt50Ir50 (B), Pt25Rh75 (C) and Pt

lectrolyte solutions were prepared from Milli-Q® water and
erck p.a. sulphuric acid every day an experiment was carried

ut. The ammonia solution (0.1 M) was obtained by addition of
NH4)2SO4 to a 0.2 M NaOH solution. Both reagents were of
.a. quality (Merck). Solutions were de-oxygenated by bubbling
r during 20 min.
Following the procedure previously described [21,22,26–28],

rior to the use of the nanoparticles for ammonia oxidation, they
ere cleaned by CO adsorption and stripping, after which the
ase voltammograms were recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 not only
o calculate the real surface area of the catalyst but also to assess
he surface cleanliness.

The real catalyst surface area was measured from the charge
nvolved in the so-called hydrogen adsorption–desorption
egion. For the pure metal nanoparticles, Pt, Ir, Pd and Rh, the
alues of 210, 218, 212 and 221 �C cm−2 were used respectively
29]. For the PtMe nanoparticles the weighted arithmetic mean
etween the two pure metals was used. In the case of Ru and PtRu
lloys, CO monolayer oxidation charge was used in order to cal-
ulate the surface area. This process is a two-electron oxidation
eaction. Behm et al. measured that the maximum coverage for
t is 0.75 [30] being very close to the saturation coverage of
.8 monolayers estimated for an average of the low index faces
31]. In the calculation of the surface area for Ru nanoparti-
les, we assumed that the COad saturation coverages are similar
or both Pt and Ru as it has been previously assumed by Behm
t al. [32]. Therefore, 0.75 monolayers was the value used as
he COad saturation coverage for Ru. In addition, Behm et al.

33] also reported that gas phase CO adsorption experiments
n PtRu surface alloys indicate that there is a slight variation in
he CO saturation coverage, with slightly lower CO coverages at
bout equal Pt and Ru surface concentrations. But this effect was

c
t
t
c

0 (D) nanoparticles prepared in microemulsion and dispersed in ultrapure water.

eported to be small (lower than 10%), so we will not include it
ere for the calculation.

. Results

.1. Physico-chemical characterisation

Fig. 1 shows some representative TEM images of the
anoparticles prepared in microemulsion and dispersed in water
fter the chemical decontamination [21,22,24]. From TEM
esults, it is possible to estimate the particle size that was very
imilar in all cases and ranging around 3–4 nm, see Table 1.
DX and XPS measurements revealed that the bulk atomic com-
osition is very close to the nominal composition as expected
rom the synthesis, Table 1 (in the case of PtIr, EDX was not
mployed to determine the atomic composition of the sample
ue to the overlapping of the Pt and Ir signals). Moreover, XPS
ata showed that the nanoparticles are mainly in its metallic
tate.

.2. Electrochemical results

Fig. 2 shows the base voltammograms corresponding to the
ure metal nanoparticles employed in this study in 0.5 M H2SO4.
ll voltammograms show voltammetric profiles very similar to

hose obtained for the corresponding metals in bulk state [29].
o evidences are found in relation to the presence of preferential

urface orientation and therefore, the surface of the nanoparticles

an be considered as polyoriented or polycrystalline. In addition,
hese base voltammograms clearly evidence the cleanliness of
he surface of the nanoparticles: in the case of Pt nanoparti-
les the sharpness and the symmetry of the peaks which involve
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Table 1
Size measured by TEM and composition measured by XPS and EDX of the different nanoparticles used in this work

Nanoparticle Size (nm) Atomic composition (XPS) Atomic composition (EDX)

4-nm Ptpoly 4.0 ± 0.6
9-nm Ptnano-100 9.0 ± 3.0
4-nm Ptnano-100 4.4 ± 0.8
Pt75Ir25 4.4 ± 0.9 80.1/19.9
Pt50Ir50 4.0 ± 1.0 51.0/49.0
Pt25Ir75 3.5 ± 0.9 21.9/78.1
Ir 2.7 ± 0.6
Pt75Rh25 3.8 ± 0.9 80.1/19.9 75.0/25.0
Rh 4.0 ± 1.0
Pt80Pd20 3.5 ± 0.6 75.3/24.7 79.2/20.8
Pd 2.4 ± 0.2
Pt80Ru20 3.4 ± 0.5 76.7/23.3 78.8/21.2
P 45.8
P 18.9
R

f
s

b
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m
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t50Ru50 3.6 ± 0.6
t20Ru80 3.8 ± 0.7
u 4.2 ± 0.7

ast adsorption–desorption processes (H and anion) prove this
tatement at first sight.

Fig. 3 shows the results for ammonia oxidation reaction in

asic media on the pure metal nanoparticles dispersed on the
old surface. De Vooys et al. concluded that Pt and Ir are the
ost interesting catalysts for ammonia oxidation in alkaline
edia [10]. In the same paper, they also reported that Rh, Pd

ig. 2. Voltammetric profiles in H2SO4 0.5 M for Ru, Pd, Rh, Ir and Pt nanopar-
icles prepared in microemulsion. Sweep rate: 50 mV s−1.

a
a
I
i

F
i
1

/54.2 46.4/53.6
/81.1 19.8/80.2

nd Ru dehydrogenate the ammonia molecule at significantly
ower potentials than on platinum and iridium, leading to the
urface poison Nads at much lower potentials than on platinum

nd iridium. This fact would explain why ruthenium, rhodium
nd palladium are not active in the oxidation of ammonia to N2.
n agreement with these previous results, in Fig. 3 and for plat-
num and iridium nanoparticles, well marked oxidation peaks

ig. 3. Ammonia oxidation Ru, Pd, Rh, Ir and Pt nanoparticles prepared
n microemulsion. Test solution: NaOH 0.2 M + NH3 0.1 M. Sweep rate:
0 mV s−1.
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t 0.68 and 0.62 V can be respectively observed. For iridium
anoparticles, in spite of the fact that the oxidation current den-
ity is not as high as on platinum, the oxidation starts at much
ower potentials than on platinum, which may be explained by
he fact that Ir needs less positive potentials to dehydrogenate
mmonia. As it was previously reported for the bulk metals, in
he case of rhodium, palladium and ruthenium, ammonia oxida-
ion practically does not take place within this potential range
ue to the fast formation of Nads, which blocks the surface.

Once ammonia oxidation on pure metal nanoparticles was
nalysed, some different PtMe nanoparticles were tested. As
t was previously mentioned, all binary nanoparticles were ini-
ially characterised in sulphuric acid solution in order to confirm
heir cleanliness and also to calculate their surface area from the
harge density in the so-called hydrogen adsorption–desorption
egion. From the results obtained with the pure metal nanoparti-
les, PtIr nanoparticles were initially considered as a promising
andidate for ammonia oxidation. Fig. 4 presents the results
or the ammonia oxidation for some PtIr nanoparticles of dif-
erent atomic compositions. Unfortunately, the addition of Ir
riginates a severe decrease on the ammonia oxidation peak
urrent. For instance, the main oxidation peak diminishes from
.326 to 0.197 mA cm−2 only after changing the atomic com-
osition from pure Pt to Pt75Ir25 nanoparticles. That means that
nly with a 25% Pt decrease, the current density of the main
xidation peak falls about a 40%. This fact indicates that the
ombination of Ir and Pt does not improve the behaviour of pure

t towards ammonia oxidation. The results suggest that the dis-

ribution of Pt and Ir on the surface of the nanoparticles could
e inhomogeneous, i.e. separate Pt regions and Ir regions could
oexist on the surface. Nevertheless, it is known that one of the

e
i

a

ig. 4. Ammonia oxidation on Pt75Ir25 (A), Pt50Ir50 (B) and Pt25Ir75 (C) nanoparticle
ate: 10 mV s−1.
wer Sources 171 (2007) 448–456

ajor problems when nanoparticles are employed is to know
he “real” atomic surface composition of the nanoparticles. The
olution for this problem is not trivial, especially because, until
e know, only LEIS (low-energy ion scattering) measurements

re able to determine the atomic composition of the outer atomic
ayer [34]. Therefore, it is necessary to point out that although
PS is considered as a surface probe, the signals are coming

rom a ≈1 nm layer. Thus, in the case of 4 nm nanoparticles,
his depth cannot be considered to be mainly related to the sur-
ace compositions as it could be assumed for bulk alloys. An
nteresting alternative solution to evaluate both surface struc-
ure and surface composition could be the use of irreversible
dsorption of adatoms. Very recently, we have shown that this
lectrochemical methodology is an excellent tool to quantify the
mount of (1 1 1) and (1 0 0) ordered domains on the surface of
oth bulk and Pt nanoparticle electrodes [35–38]. Nevertheless,
nfortunately, this procedure has been only checked for the case
f pure Pt surfaces and much more work would be necessary to
pply this method to binary substrates.

The strong influence of Ir on the PtIr nanoparticles behaviour
ould also be explained by considering that the presence of Ir on
he surface not only decreases the density of Pt(1 0 0) sites on the
urface but also disrupts the long range order of the Pt(1 0 0) ter-
aces that could be present on the surface of the Pt nanoparticles.
s it has been pointed out in Refs. [7] and [8] with stepped sur-

aces vicinal to Pt(1 0 0), the bidimensional long range order has
great influence on its electrocatalytic behaviour. This double
ffect can justify the remarkable decrease of activity in compar-
son to that obtained for pure Pt.

From another point of view, the presence of Ir seems to cause
slight shift toward less positive potentials in the main oxidation

s prepared in microemulsion. Test solution: NaOH 0.2 M + NH3 0.1 M. Sweep
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these cubic Pt nanoparticles showed a significant increase in the
ammonia oxidation current density in relation to that found for
polyoriented Pt nanoparticles [13,15]. However, the so-prepared
cubic Pt nanoparticles were much larger in size than those pre-
F.J. Vidal-Iglesias et al. / Journal

eak. This shift is better shown at the highest amounts of Ir. Thus,
ith Ir nanoparticles, the peak potential is 60 mV lower than that
btained with Pt nanoparticles. It should be noted, however, that
he difference decreases to only 15 mV for Pt25Ir75 whereas for
t75Ir25 and Pt50Ir50 the main oxidation peak potential remains
t the same value recorded when the electrode is made with pure
t nanoparticles.

After analysing both peak current density and potential for
mmonia oxidation on PtIr nanoparticles, it is necessary to pay
ttention to the onset potential of the oxidation process. Thus,
lthough the oxidation peak potential for Pt75Ir25 and Pt50Ir50
lloys is very similar to that for Pt, the onset potential is less
ositive. Thus, the current density, in the low oxidation poten-
ial range, is higher for these PtIr binary nanoparticles than in
he case of the pure Pt. As an example, at 0.55 V versus RHE,
t75Ir25 shows a current density of 43.5 �A cm−2, Pt50Ir50 of
0.9 �A cm−2 and pure Pt of 18.7 �A cm−2. This result is also
n agreement with previous paper by de Vooys et al. [10] and
ndo et al. [11,12], who have shown that the combination of Pt
nd Ir produces an enhancement for the ammonia oxidation, but
nly in the low oxidation potential region.

Once PtIr nanoparticles were analysed, other systems such as
tPd, PtRh and PtRu nanoparticles were screened. In the case of

he pure metals, Pd, Rh and Ru showed no ammonia oxidation
t all (Fig. 3). Similar results were also previously reported by
e Vooys et al. [10]. These authors reported that on these met-
ls ammonia is dehydrogenated at significantly lower potentials
han on platinum or iridium, leading to the inert surface poison

ads at much lower potentials than on platinum and iridium.
Some of the results obtained for these PtMe binary nanopar-

icles are reported in Fig. 5. The results indicate that, as in the
ase of Ir, the presence of Pd, Rh or Ru causes a decrease of
he current density. Also, this decrease in current is higher than
hat could be expected assuming that the fraction of platinum
n the surface that remains available toward ammonia oxidation
as the same specific activity as that of pure Pt. For example, in
he case of PtPd nanoparticles, the peak current density dimin-
shes from 326 �A cm−2 for pure platinum to only 103 �A cm−2

or Pt80Pd20 nanoparticles. In the same way, for PtRh nanopar-
icles, the peak current density decreases to 150 �A cm−2 for
t75Rh25 nanoparticles. Thus, a decrease of 20 and 25% on the
latinum amount causes the peak current density to diminish a
8% (Pt80Pd20) and a 54% (Pt75Rh25), respectively. However,
s in the case of PtIr nanoparticles, the potential of the main
eak and the onset potential shift toward less positive potential
n both cases, being this shift much more important in the case
f Pt75Rh25 nanoparticles. This suggests that the amount of the
urface active sites has diminished, because the peak current
ecreased, but also the self-poisoning, a common characteristic
bserved in the oxidation of methanol and related compounds.

For PtRu nanoparticles, the results extracted from Fig. 5B
eported how sensitive is the reaction to the presence of Ru.
he oxidation of ammonia decreases very fast with the Ru con-
ent. Thus, for Pt50Ru50 a small current is observed whereas no
xidation is observed for Pt20Ru80 nanoparticles.

From the previous results, it appears that the use of these
imetallic nanoparticles does not significantly improve the activ-

F
n
0

er Sources 171 (2007) 448–456 453

ty obtained with pure platinum. Only in some of the samples
ontaining Ir, Rh and Pd and for high Pt loadings, the onset
otential shifts toward less positive potentials producing higher
urrent densities than Pt. Therefore, at relatively low potentials,
hat would eventually correspond to suitable potential values
or the anode in an ammonia fuel cell, some of the tested PtMe
anoparticles show higher current densities than those obtained
or pure Pt nanoparticles.

Heretofore we have reported some of the results obtained
or the ammonia oxidation using different PtMe nanoparticles,
s well as the corresponding pure metal nanoparticles. As it
as stated in Section 1, another interesting route to improve the

eaction rate of structure sensitive reactions as it is the case of
mmonia electrooxidation, it is to increase the density of the type
f sites to which the reaction is sensitive. Therefore, and taking
nto account the high sensitivity of the ammonia electrooxidation
o the presence of Pt(1 0 0) sites, some cubic Pt nanoparticles
ave been synthesised and studied for this probe reaction.

In previous contributions [39–41], it was shown that cubic
t nanoparticles of ≈9 nm could be synthesised. The use of
ig. 5. Ammonia oxidation on Pt75Rh25 and Pt80Pd20 (A) and different PtRu
anoparticles (B) prepared in microemulsion. Test solution: NaOH 0.2 M + NH3

.1 M. Sweep rate: 10 mV s−1.
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In summary, Fig. 8A compares the ammonia oxidation for
the most promising PtMe nanoparticles to those correspond-
ing to pure polyoriented Pt nanoparticles. As it was previously
ig. 6. Voltammograms corresponding to (A) 9-nm Pt(1 0 0), (B) 4-nm Pt(1 0 0) an

ared by the micellar method (≈3–4 nm). In this way, if the
esults obtained are normalised in relation to the current/mass
f metal instead of to the current/area ratio of the metal, the
ffect of the surface structure became less relevant. Therefore, it
ppears interesting to synthesise preferential Pt(1 0 0) nanoparti-
les with a smaller size (around 4 nm) and compare its behaviour
ith the results found with Pt nanoparticles similar in size but
ithout any preferential orientation. For this purpose, we have
sed the procedure described in Ref. [25] for the synthesis of
mall (≈4 nm) cubic Pt nanoparticles.

Fig. 6 shows the characteristic voltammetric profiles of the
ifferent Pt nanoparticles in 0.5 M sulphuric acid. The definition
nd the symmetry of the adsorption states are indicative of the
urface cleanliness. For 9-nm cubic Pt nanoparticles (Fig. 6A) a
ery sharp peak at 0.27 V that corresponds to the border of (1 0 0)
erraces and to (1 0 0) steps is observed. In addition, the well-

arked state at 0.37 V, typical of (1 0 0) terrace sites, is clearly
efined. These results point out that these Pt nanoparticles have
(1 0 0) preferential surface structure. Moreover, it is important

o note that part of these Pt(1 0 0) sites correspond to relatively
ide bidimensional (1 0 0) terraces, as suggested by the peak

t 0.37 V. Fig. 6B and C show both voltammetric profiles very
imilar to that reported for polycrystalline platinum electrodes,
lthough, in the case of the small cubic nanoparticles (Fig. 6B) a
ery clear shoulder around 0.35 V, characteristic of small (1 0 0)
erraces, is observed.
Fig. 7 shows the ammonia oxidation voltammetric profiles
orresponding to the three kinds of Pt nanoparticles (≈9 nm
ubic Pt, ≈4 nm cubic Pt and ≈4 nm polyoriented Pt nanopar-
icles). The results obtained can easily be explained in terms

F
0

4-nm Pt(poly) nanoparticles. Test solution: 0.5 M H2SO4, sweep rate 50 mV s−1.

f the amount of Pt(1 0 0) sites present at the surface of the
anoparticles. As it is expected the biggest nanoparticles show
igher reactivity. However, especially interesting are the results
ound for the smallest Pt nanoparticles. Thus, 4-nm cubic Pt
anoparticles show a significantly higher current density than
hat obtained for nanoparticles of similar size but with a poly-
riented surface, indicating again the extremely high sensitivity
f this reaction toward the presence of (1 0 0) Pt surface sites.
ig. 7. Ammonia oxidation on different Pt nanoparticles. Test solution: NaOH
.2 M + NH3 0.1 M. Sweep rate: 10 mV s−1.
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ig. 8. Ammonia oxidation on different Pt and Pt–metal nanoparticles (A). (B)
weep rate: 10 mV s−1.

ommented, and in all binary nanoparticles, an important loss of
aximum activity was observed after adding the second metal.

n addition, the decrease in current is higher than that expected
rom atomic composition modification, pointing out not only
he importance of the amount of Pt(1 0 0) surface sites but also
ts long range order. However, in the lower potential region
Fig. 8B) it is clear that Pt75Rh25 and Pt75Ir25 produce higher
urrent densities than that observed for Pt nanoparticles.

Chronoamperometry measurements at 0.6 V were also per-
ormed to evaluate the electrocatalytic activity towards ammonia

xidation of some of the samples. As it can be appreciated in
ig. 9, ≈9 nm cubic Pt produces the highest current density
fter 1200 s (≈111 �A cm−2). In addition, the current densi-
ies obtained for the rest of the nanoparticles correlate well with

ig. 9. Chronoamperometric measurements at 0.6 V for (a) 9-nm Pt(1 0 0), (b)
-nm Pt(1 0 0), (c) 4-nm Pt(poly), (d) Pt75Ir25, (e) Pt80Pd20 and (f) Pt75Rh25

anoparticles. (B) Zoomed image of the plot shown in (A). Test solution: NaOH
.2 M + NH3 0.1 M.
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ed image of the plot shown in (A). Test solution: NaOH 0.2 M + NH3 0.1 M.

he results obtained in the voltammetric experiments (Fig. 8A).
hus, current density values of 28, 19, 17, 12 and 9 �A cm−2

or 4-nm cubic Pt, 4 nm polyoriented Pt, Pt75Ir25, Pt80Pd20 and
t75Rh25 nanoparticles were respectively obtained.

Finally, it is important to note that from a practical point of
iew not only high currents are desirable but also long time sta-
ilities of the electrocatalysts are expected. In this way, more
ork is still in progress in order to analyse the stability of the

amples during long-time ammonia oxidation. These experi-
ents will be carried out not only with some of the reported

inary nanoparticles but also with the (1 0 0) preferentially ori-
nted Pt nanoparticles.

. Conclusions

In this work, ammonia oxidation on different PtMe binary
anoparticles as well as on Pt nanoparticles of different surface
tructure is reported. For binary nanoparticles, Pt was chosen as
ase metal because the surface poison Nad is formed at higher
otentials when compared with the other metals. The choice
f the second metal was based on its ability to dehydrogenate
mmonia forming NHx species and also as a possible inhibitor of
he Nad. In these conditions Pt would be able to oxidise the dehy-
rogenate species without significant poisoning, thus improving
he electrocatalysis of the reaction. In this way, apart from Ir,
hich was found to show some activity for ammonia oxidation,
d, Rh and Ru were chosen because of their previously reported
ehydrogenation properties for ammonia, what made those pure
etals inactive toward the ammonia electrooxidation.
As a general result, the incorporation of a second metal pro-

uces an important decrease on the ammonia oxidation current

ensity. In addition, this decrease in the current density was
igher than that expected from the modification on the atomic
omposition in the binary nanoparticles. This important drop on
he current density seems also to be related to a decrease of the
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ensity of (1 0 0) Pt surface sites as well as to the decrease of
he dimensions of the small (1 0 0) domains of Pt on the surface
f the nanoparticles that are particularly actives for ammonia
xidation. These results would be in agreement with the pre-
iously reported sensitivity of ammonia toward the density of
he (1 0 0) Pt sites and the dimension of the (1 0 0) domains, on
hich exclusively this reaction takes place. Among all binary
anoparticles evaluated, only Pt75Ir25 and Pt75Rh25 nanoparti-
les show, at the low potential range, an enhancement of the
xidation density current with respect to the behaviour found
or pure platinum.

Ammonia oxidations on Pt nanoparticles of different sizes
nd different surface structures/shapes have been also reported.
arge (9 nm) and small (4 nm) Pt nanoparticles with a pref-
rential (1 0 0) orientation, show an important increase of the
mmonia oxidation current density in respect to that found for
mall (4 nm) Pt nanoparticles with a polyoriented orientation.
he enhancement observed for the preferentially (1 0 0) oriented
t nanoparticles can be easily explained by the fact that both
ensity and dimension of the Pt(1 0 0) domains are higher in the
referentially oriented than in the polyoriented Pt nanoparticles.
n this way, the importance of controlling the surface structure
s again highlighted not only in the case of bulk electrodes, as it
as shown with single crystals [42], but also, as in this case, for
anoparticles.

The good agreement of the reported results with those previ-
usly published confirms that the electrocatalytic behaviour of
nm nanoparticles fits perfectly with that obtained with the cor-

esponding bulk alloys. In this way, either surface properties such
s hydrogen/anion adsorption–desorption or electrocatalytic
ctivity toward ammonia oxidation are perfectly comparable for
ulk and dispersed materials. This situation points out that no
pecial size effects appear at this stage.
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